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Over several past decades Russian dialectology has experienced a lexico-
graphical burst of activity providing an increasing amount of lexical materials,
including, among others, lexemes of Finnic origin. New lexical data, along
with recent achievements in studying dialect speech, urge us to return to
the subject of the adaptation of Finnic loanwords in Russian, the primary
domain of which is dialects. The present article focuses on the most char-
acteristic feature of the adaptation process � variation. The study is based
on the data collected by the author for her PhD thesis �The Adaptation of
Baltic Finnic Loanwords in Russian� (Samoilova 2000). It comprises data
from various etymological dictionaries of the Russian and Finnish languages,
dictionaries of Old Russian, dictionaries of Russian dialects (including
SRNG), from Jalo Kalima�s �Die ostseefinnischen Lehnwörter im Russischen�,
as well as from other works on Finnic loanwords in Russian (articles by
A. K. Matvejev, S. A. Myznikov, Igor Vahros, M. E. Rut, V. A. Merkulova,
O. V. Vostrikov et al.). All examples are given as they appear in source
literature; the absence of stress in some Russian examples means that the
stress is not indicated in the source.

1. Variation in phonetic adaptation

1.1.   Phonetic realizations

The very initial stage of adaptation, i.e. the process of substitution of phones
in a Finnic word with Russian phones which are closest in phonation, exhibits
a great deal of variation. Almost all Finnic phones have more than one real-
ization in Russian (see a detailed examination of all found realizations in
Samoilova 2000). Various factors have contributed to this fact; they are
mainly related to differences between the phonetic systems of Finnic and
Russian languages, as well as to diachronic or synchronic differences within
the Russian language itself. The most significant motivating factors for vari-
ation in phonetic realizations are changes in the systems of East Slavonic
and Old Russian, and Finnic features which are uncharacteristic of Russian,
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as well as dialect variation, the absence of exact phonetic equivalents, and
the existence of a number of options in Russian. These will be examined
one at a time. 

1.1.1. Changes in the systems of East Slavonic and Old Russian

Since the phonemic inventory and the phonetic content of its units in East
Slavonic and Old Russian changed over a period of time, some Finnic
phones were realized differently in different periods. For example, before
the loss of reduced vowels (c. 12th c.), Finnic u and i could be realized as
back and front jers respectively, which were lost in weak position, whereas
after the loss of jers, the realizations of Finnic u were u and o, and Finnic
i was realized as i, e, or y. Thus, we encounter the river names Msta <
*MXsta and Mustœga (cf. Fi Mustajoki, Es Must(a)jõgi), each borrowed at
different times. 

Among other processes reflected in the old layer of Baltic Finnic vocab-
ulary is the development of polnoglacie (polnoglasie), or pleophony, charac-
teristic of East Slavonic linguistic territory, viz. the insertion of an epenthetic
extra-short vowel, homorganic with the original one. Thus, for example,
Finnic -al is realized as a disyllable -olo- in old loanwords and treated
separately in newer words:

sol•mq �strait, sound� < soloma < cf. Fi KaA salmi, Es salÍm, salme �sea
strait� (later also s∞lma);

Old Russian kolomiÿe �graveyard� < cf. Fi KaA kalmisto, Es kalÍmistu id.;
kalt∞k, kolt∞k �small floe� < Fi kalt(t)o �black ice� or Es kalts �floe�.
Similarly, we find -ja- < * ≤e in accordance with Finnic -en-, for example,

in Væda (originally presumably a river name) < *v≤eda < cf. Fi Vento. The
word Væda reflects the East Slavonic change of nasal vowels into oral vowels,
which is generally put in the early 10th c. After the denasalisation of nasals,
Finnic phones in the sequence -en- were treated separately in Russian.

1.1.2. Dialect variation in Russian

Firstly, Russian dialects exhibit differences in the number and composi-
tion of phonemes. The number of vowel phonemes can vary from five,
viz. /a-o-e-i-u/, in the majority of dialects to seven, viz. /a-o-$o-e-$e-i-u/,
in some dialects, while the consonant inventories can have from 29 to 37
phonemes (see Powarickaq 1997 : 55). Secondly, the same phoneme can
be realized by different allophones in different dialects. Both factors have
contributed to the increase in the number of realizations of Finnic phones
in Russian. For example, in some dialects the soft realization of /k/ and
/t/ in Russian dialects can be represented by palatal phones, viz. [tÍ] and
[kÍ] or [ktÍ ], which are very close from both the acoustic and the articula-
tory point of view. This phenomenon has probably caused the occurrence
of tÍ corresponding to Finnic k and kÍ corresponding to Finnic t. Compare:

k§gora, t§gora �pasture for reindeers� < cf. Fi Ka kiekerö id.
tÿtiwi Pl. �burning down bushes for fertilization� < cf. Es kütis id.
kigaä¶, tigaä¶ Pl. �midge� < Ka KaA tÍihi, Ve tÍihÍi id. 
Among other phenomena restricted to certain dialects is cokan'e (coka-

nxe) which refers to the non-distiction of affricates. Cokan'e is entirely respon-
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sible for the realization Finnic çc � Russian c (or possibly Éc); the more fre-
quently encountered realization of Finnic çc is also an alveolar affricate.
The following are some examples:

cºgmar, c¶gmar �charcoal fumes� < Ve çcihmer �mist; steam�;
cœnwi, äªnwi Pl. �earthworm� < Ve çconçzud �bait�;
r]cejdatx, rejäejdatx �to crack� < Ka räçckeä, räçcätä id.;
ä¶bajdatx �to drizzle� < Ve çcibaidotta id.

1.1.3. No exact phonetic equivalent in Russian

The most striking example is Finnic laryngeal h, which does not belong to
the repertoire of Russian consonant phonemes. In the north of the Russian
language area, the closest phones to Finnic h are the velar voiced stop [g]
and velar voiceless fricative [˛] along with their palatalized counterparts,
as well as the velar voiced fricative [¸] (allophones of /g/). In Finnic loan-
words, we usually find both g and ˛ in place of h, but also, though much
more rarely, ø or j (the latter probably only initially). A few examples are:

Finnic h- � Russian g-: g∞buk �hawk� < KaLu Ve habuk �falcon�;
Finnic -h- � Russian -g-: g¶gna �rein� < Ka hiihna, Ve hÍihn, cf. Fi hih-

na �leather strap�;
Finnic h- � Russian h: haj �experience� < cf. Ka haju �mind, intellect�;
Finnic -h- � Russian h: l∞hta, l•hta �bay, bight� < KaA Fi lahti, Ve

fiaht id.;
Finnic h- � Russian ø: ªpaki Pl. �type of high boots� < cf. Fi huopikas

�felt boot�;
Finnic -h- � Russian -ø-: k¶losa �stacking of sheaves in a field� < KaA

Fi kyhläs id.;
Finnic h- � Russian j-: ærmega �hoar-frost� < cf. Ka härmä, KaS härme,

KaLu härm id.;
Finnic -h- � Russian ? -j-: l§jma �cow� < ? Fi Ka Vo lehmä, Ve lÍehm,

Es lehm id.
However, the realization of Finnic h in Russian does not seem to be

sporadic, though. V. Kiparsky (1958 : 172�173) has noticed, absolutely cor-
rectly, that usually g in loanwords corresponds to h in a voiced environ-
ment, while ˛ represents h adjacent to voiceless consonants. V. Kiparsky
(1958 : 172�173) also pointed out the fact that the initial Finnish h occurs
more often in a voiced environment; the number of loanwords with the
initial voiced g is indeed larger than the number of words with the initial
˛, but the preponderance is very insignificant. The realization ø in between
voiced phones can simply represent the change ¸ > ø.

The history of the literary language shows that Germanic h could be
realized in Russian as g, ˛, or ø, similar to Finnic h; however, the type of
realization seems to be related to a tradition existing at a particular time.
V. Kiparsky has shown (1959�1960) that initially Germanic h was repre-
sented by ø (e.g. Olegx < Old Swedish Helgi); that from approximately
1200, g appeared on the scene alternating with ø for several centuries (e.g.
Genxci < Mid Low German Henze), and that from the 1910s the realiza-
tion ˛ begins to predominate (e.g. huligan < English hooligan). In Con-
temporary Standard Russian the laryngeal pronunciation is accepted, how-
ever, in some foreign words, for example, in gabitus [hÉabitus].
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In a few Finnic loanwords we also find v and l in place of h in the
source-words, though both can be a result of a number of changes which
occurred later and not the realization of h:

g∞vka (also gagka) �eider-duck� < Ka Fi haahka id.;
pivka (also p¶hka) �fir-tree (Abies)� < Ka Fi pihka, KaA pihka-, KaLu

pihk �rezin�, Vo pihku �pine�;
lovxæöka �(salmon-)trout� < ? cf. Fi Ka KaA lohi, Ve fiohÍi �salmon�;
k•lma (also k•gma) �water above ice� < cf. Fi kohma descr., kohva id.,

�ice crust�.

1.1.4. Features uncharacteristic of Russian

Finnic features uncharacteristic of the Russian language are usually avoided
in the process of adaptation, but in rare instances have been accepted,
which has inevitably multiplied the number of realizations. One such atyp-
ical feature is the existence of geminates in Finnic languages. The data
show that the consonants tt, tÍtÍ, dÍdÍ, ç ÉcÉçc, lÍlÍ, ÉnÉn, and ññ, occurring among
source-words, are realized as short consonants only, while pp, ll, and espe-
cially kk can be realized as double consonants as well. Compare the fol-
lowing examples:

kªppyöka �bowl� < In kuppi id.;
all§jka (also al§jka) �duck Claugula hyemalis� < Fi Ka alli or Lapp

afifioke id.;
k•kka �hoe� < Vo kokka, InVo kºokka id.;
p∞kkula, pakkªla (also p∞kula, pakªla) �outgrowth on a tree� < Ka

pakkulÍi, Ve pakkafi, cf. Fi pakkula id.;
r•kka �soup, broth� < Vo Ka Fi rokka, KaA rokka-, Es rokk id.
Another example of a feature uncharacteristic of Russian is the diph-

thong, a large variety of which is found in all Finnic languages. It is not
surprising, therefore, that the diphthongs in u, ü, i are realized in Russian
most frequently as a VC sequence:

Finnic -Vu- � Russian -Vv-: tovk∞ä �maggot living under bark� < cf.
Fi toukka �maggot�;

Finnic -Vu- � Russian -Vl-: kªlgaäa Pl. �type of gates� < Ve ku˚ugaçc id.;
Finnic -Vü- � Russian -Vv-: k¶vwa �bast rope� < Ka keyçsi �rope�;
Finnic -Vi- � Russian -Vj-: gªjka �diver (bird)� < KaLu guikk, Gen.Sg.

guikan id.;
Finnic -Vi- � Russian -Vl-: ∞lmiötatx (also ∞jmiötatx) �to shudder

from crying� < cf. Fi äimistää �to writhe in pain�.
However, apart from the VC sequence in place of Finnic diphthongs

in u, ü, i, we also find virtually all other possibilities, i.e. V, VCV, and
even VV, though the latter could reflect the weakening of the consonantal
articulation of j or v which occurred in Russian later (see Russkaq dia-
lektologiq 1973 : 82�84, 94�96). The following are some examples:

Finnic -Vu- � Russian -V-: k•glina, kuglin∞ �husk of flax� < cf. Fi kouh-
lo �flax head�;

Finnic -Vi- � Russian -V-: mºza �farmstead (in Estonia et al.)� < Es mõiZ,
Vo mõiza id.;

Finnic -Vu- � Russian -Vju-: kiÿra, kiÿr �type of hammer� < cf. Fi
kiura id.;
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Finnic -Vu- � Russian -Vvu-: r∞vuöka (also r∞uöka) �carcass of a sea
animal� < Ka rauçska id.;

Finnic -Vu- � Russian -Vu-: kaura (also kavra) �bird Colymbus� < cf.
Es kaurÍ id.

1.1.5. A number of options in Russian 

The existence of a phone similar in phonation is often the basis of the
occurrence of an alternative realization. For example, Finnic mid back
rounded o is usually realized in Russian as o, but it is also realized as high
back rounded u in quite a few words disregarding the position in the
word. We find a similar picture with realizations of Finnic u: most fre-
quently u but also o in stressed or unstressed position. Compare some of
rather numerous examples:

k•kaä, kok∞ä �type of pie� < Ve kokatÍ id.;
kªrpist �woodcock� < Es korpits, korbits id.;
kªba, kuv∞, k•va �(shoemaker�s) last; trace� < KaA Ve kuva �last�, Ka

kuva �last; picture�;
tªrba, t•rba �snout, face� < cf. Ka turba, KaA turbu, KaLu turb �snout�.
Similarly we find, for instance, high front i corresponding to Finnic

mid front e and vice versa, the only reason for which in stressed position
is the fact that these phones share some features.

1.2. Phonetic processes

The process of phonetic adaptation is not limited to realization of Finnic
phones only. In spite of the fact that phones in a new word are all charac-
teristic of the phonetic system of this or that Russian dialect, the sequence
of phones may still contradict it. This will require an adjustment of phones
within a word, which can manifest itself in various assimilatory and dis-
similatory changes, epenthesis, and other phonetic processes. For instance,
in the word p¶hta �fir-tree (Abies)� < p¶hka < Ka pihka, KaA pihka-, KaLu
pihk, Ve Épihk, t occurred not as a realization of Finnic k, but as a result of dis-
similation of two velars, viz. ˛ and k, the combination of which is unusual for
the Russian language. Most interestingly, such phonetic processes are optional,
i.e. almost any loanword which exhibits some alternation in one (sub-)dialect
can show no alternation in another (compare the treatment of some Finnic
geminates and diphthongs). Thus, the adjustment of phones within a word
occuring on a later stage of phonetic adaptation is another sphere of variation
which manifests itself in numerous loanwords. The following are examples
of loanwords found in both alternated and non-alternated forms:

d i s s i m i l a t i o n (distant vowel dissimilation)
Finnic -a-a-a � Russian -a-i -a’: kanibra (also kan∞bra) �heather; wild

rosemary� < KaA kanabra-, cf. Fi kanarva �heather�;
a s s i m i l a t i o n (distant assimilation of palatalization)
Finnic CäC- � Russian CÍ-CÍ-: kærqjdatx (also kærandatx) �to speak

hoarsely� < Ve kära˚idan 1Sg. �to be angry�;
e p e n t h e s i s
Finnic/S tV- � Russian trV-: trªndra (also tªndra) �tundra� < Fi tun-

turi �high treeless mountain� or Lapp tºundar �mountain�;
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p r o t h e s i s
Finnic V- � Russian vV-: v•rga �marshland; treeless boggy place� <

KaLu org �low-lying place�, Ve org �low-lying place overgrown by trees�;
d e l e t i o n
Finnic -Vrb- � Russian -Vb-: tªba (also tªrba) �snout� < Ka turba, KaA

turbu, KaLu turb id.;
m e t a t h e s i s
Finnic -rv(-) � Russian -vr-: g∞vra (also g∞rva) �net for catching

salmon� < Ka KaA harva-, Ve harv id.
The same processes can, of course, be revealed through etymologizing

of non-Finnic vocabulary as well (e.g. epenthesis in vstr§titx �to meet� <
Old Russian sèrétati or metathesis in mr∞mor �marble� < Latin marmor);
they are active processes in non-standard speech, namely dialects, popu-
lar or children�s speech (e.g. assimilation in äiä∞s < sejä∞s �now� or
epenthesis in kak∞vo < kak∞o �cacao�) and are partly characteristic of stan-
dard language (e.g. deletion in three- or four-element consonant clusters).

1.3. Alternations

The analysis of the phonetic adaptation of Finnic loanwords reveals a num-
ber of alternations which do not result from the adjustment of phones
within a loanword. Most distinctive among these are the alternations of
sonorants and quasi-obstruent v which are involved in a whole circuit of
mutual substitutions:

l ¨ r m
≠ ≠Ø  Ø
v ¨ j ´ n (ñ, Én)

Most probably such alternations have developed in Russian later on
the basis of sharing certain phonetic features; however, in some instances
one cannot exclude the possibility of the initial realization of one Finnic
sonorant by another sonorant in Russian. The following are examples:

Finnic -r- � Russian -r-/-l-: ÿrajdatx, ÿlejdatx �to rumble� < cf. Ve
Éguraida, Ka jyrissä id.

Finnic -l- � Russian -l-/-v-: m∞jmakala, m∞jmakava �sheat-fish� < cf.
Fi maima �fry�, kala �fish�

Finnic -l- � Russian -l-/-j-: m∞ltatx, m∞jtatx �to understand, know�
< Ka malttoa, KaLu mafittada �to understand, be able�

Finnic v- � Russian v-/l-: v∞gmas, lagmas �bog, swamped forest� < cf.
Es võhmas �island on a bog�

Finnic -j- � Russian -j-/- Én-: mªega, mªnega �inert, sickly person� < cf.
Fi muju id.

Finnic -j- � Russian -j-/-v-: h∞rxœz, h∞vrœs �grayling� < Ve Fi harjus,
Ka harjuçs id.

Finnic -n- � Russian -n-/-m-: kªrna, kªrma �fishing tackle� < cf. Ka Fi
kuurna �gutter�, Es kurn �filter�, Vo kurnaan �filtering� 

Finnic -ñ- � Russian -n-/-Én-/-j-: k•nga, konxga, k•jga �good dry pine;
steady pine forest� < Ve hoñg, KaA hoñgu, Es hongapuu, KaLu hong, Fi
honka �pine�

Finnic -m- � Russian -m-/-n-: g•rma, g•rna �rose-bay� < Ka Fi horma id.
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J. Kalima (1919) sometimes questions the connection of Finnic loan-
words with words which exhibit alternations of sonorants. For example,
analyzing the words m∞ltatx, m∞jtatx and mªega, mªnega, J. Kalima
claims the Finnic origin of m∞ltatx and mªega and doubts their connec-
tion with the synonymous m∞jtatx and mªnega respectively (Kalima 1919
: 161�162, 167). However, taking into account all the other alternations of
sonorants, one can presuppose the same phenomenon in the words m∞j-
tatx and mªnega as well.

The alternations indicated above are certainly not frequent in words of
Finnic origin, and are rarely encountered elsewhere in Russian (compare
though the popular personal names Mikolaj instead of Nikolaj and Ne-
f]d instead of Mefodij, or the loanword barab∞n �drum� which accord-
ing to one hypothesis comes from Crimean Tatar balaban �big drum�).

1.4. Influence of folk etymology

Another phenomenon which has contributed to variation in the adaptation
of Finnic loanwords is folk etymology which alters a foreign or unfamiliar
word by relating it to other words on a sound and often semantic basis.
The following are some examples of a long list of Finnic loanwords affected
by folk etymology:

gªstega (also gªdega) �frost; thick layer of frost on trees� < Ka huuveh,
huutehen Gen.Sg., huueh, huudehen Gen.Sg. �frost�; cf. gust•j �thick�;

kalajd∞äitx (also kalajd∞tx) �to engage in idle talk; to gossip� < Ve
kalaidab 3Sg. �to roar�; cf. sud∞äitx �to gossip�;

ku]k (also kªjka) �diver (bird)� < Ka Fi kuikka, Es kuik; cf ku]t 3Sg.
�to forge� and the expression ku]k k dowdœ ku]t;

p∞klq (also p∞kula, p∞kkula) �tree-fungus on a birch� < Ka pakkulÍi,
Ve pakkafi , cf. Fi pakkula; cf. p∞klq �tow�;

suz]m, sœz]m �dense forest� < cf. Fi sysmä; cf. suz]m �chernozem with
a bit of sand�.

1.5. Stress

Potential variation in the process of accentual adaptation of loanwords
already lies in the very structural type of the Russian stress:
Russian has f r e e s t r e s s which can occur on different syllables. In
spite of the fact that scholars note a strongly pronounced tendency to retain
the stress of the source language in both common and proper nouns, this
is still a tendency and not a rule (see Superanskaq 1968 : 23�24). Since
Finnic languages have f i x e d s t r e s s on the first syllable, it should
be expected that the majority of Finnic loanwords exhibit stress on the
first syllable as well. The data collected indeed show that 63% of lexemes
are known to have the stress on the first syllable only, that 21% of lexemes
have been attested in various accentual forms, including forms with the
stress on the first syllable, while 16% of lexemes were found with stress
on the non-first syllable. Interestingly, even four-syllable words may con-
form to the tendency outlined above. A. V. Superanskaja (Superanskaq
1968 : 42), who investigated over 5,000 loan- and foreign words, notes that
foreign vocabulary allows stress on only one of the three final syllables in
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nouns in the nominative, while genuine Russian words can have stress
within seven final or seven initial syllables. The Finnic data offers a few
exceptions to this rule:

vænejduksa �cry-baby� < cf. Fi vänäta �to whimper�;
m∞jmakala, m∞jmakava �sheat-fish� < cf. Fi maima �fry�, kala �fish�;
k¶veruäi (also kiverªäi) Pl. �goby� < KaA kiviruçcçcu, Ka kiviruçca id. 
More examples can be gleaned from the Lapp data: ∞rostega, •ros-

tqga �rope, switch� (also orostæga); k∞rastiga �rope�; m∞nelivyj �shy
(deer)�; p•rgapostelx �fur from the autumn deer�; ä¶vastega, k¶vasteva
�lasso�; äªrumbala �back part of a deer� (see Vasmer 1996).

However, some of the Finnic vocabulary deviates from this tendency
towards preserving the original stress. One of the main reasons which could
cause the stress shift is the adjustment of loanwords to Russian accentual
patterns. Thus, the shift often occurs in nouns ending in -ak, -an, -as, -açc,
-uj, -un, and -CÍak. This perfectly matches data from the Russian reverse
dictionary (Zaliznqk 1977): all nouns ending in -C Íak, almost all nouns in
-ak, -açc, -uj, -un, and the majority in -as, -an have a stress on the last syl-
lable. Compare some examples of Finnic origin:

gang∞s �trap� < Fi hangas id.;
op∞s (also •pas) �guide in tundra� < Fi opas id.;
rop∞k �pock-marks� < Ve ropak id.;
kokªj �Midsummer�s Day� < In kokkoi, Ka Fi kokko �fire on Midsum-

mer�s Day�;
gung∞ä (also gªngaä) �eagle owl� < Ve hÍüÉng≠ei �owl�.
The same pattern is traced in the accentuation of loanwords from other,

i.e. not Finnic, languages as well. For instance, many loanwords ending in
-uk, irrespective of their origin, acquire a fixed stress on the last syllable
in Russian: e.g. akvedªk < German Aquäduct or Latin aquaeductus, burun-
dªk < Mari uromdok, gajdªk < Hungarian hajdÉuk, mundötªk < German
Mundstück et al. This is explained by the fact that rather numerous Turkic
loanwords ending in -uk, which retained the original stress, have formed
the accentual pattern in accordance with which loanwords from other lan-
guages fix their stress in Russian.

Among other Finnic loanwords, the stress shift is found in a large num-
ber of disyllabic words ending in -a/-CÍa (e.g. bugr∞ �hunter�s or fisher-
man�s cabin� (also bªgra); kinw∞ �iron wedge� (also k¶nwa); kong∞ �pine�
(also k•nga); korg∞ �stony shoal, cape� (also k•rga); kunw∞ �fish of the
salmon family� (also kªnwa); nodxæ �camp-fire� (also n•dxq); toht∞ �rotten
wood� (also t•hta); äup∞ �type of bay, creek� (also äªpa) etc.). This goes
against the statement of A. V. Superanskaja (Superanskaq 1968 : 222), who
claims that in loan- and foreign words in -a, -q stress predominates on
the penultimate syllable, no matter how many syllables there are in a word.

2. Variation in treatment of Baltic Finnic stems

2.1. Nominal stems

An analysis of the treatment of Finnic noun stems shows that almost all
stems are treated in more than one way. Among the exceptional cases we
find only the Vepsian stem -eg which is always realized as -Vga in Russian
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and a few stems represented by one loanword each in the collected data.
The following is a list of Finnic final elements of the nominative singular
form treated variably in Russian, as well as a few examples:

Finnic -a/-u/ø (-a-) � Russian -a, -CÍa, (C)ø, -o
sebr∞, sebræ �community� < Ve Ésebr id.;
v∞hka, vehk �trefoil� < Ka vehka, Ve vehk id.;
m∞ksa, maks• �liver of fish� < KaA maksu, Ve maks, Fi maksa �liver�;
Finnic -ä/-ü/ø (-ä-) � Russian -a, -CÍa, (C)ø, (C Í)ø
k§äkara, k§äkarq, k§äkar, k§äkarx (masc.) �even, low sea shore� < Ka

ketçskerä �islet on a bog�;
Finnic -o/ø (-o-) � Russian -a, -o, -(j)o, (C)ø
kªla �dry grass of the last year� < Ka KaA KaLu kulo id.;
pul•, pulx] �float on a seine� < Ka KaA Fi pullo, Ve pulo id.;
lænik �bowl, bucket� < Es läÉnÉnik, Vo lÍäÉnÉnikko id.;
Finnic -u/ø (-u-) � Russian -a, (C)ø
öup �first ice on a river� < cf. Fi suppu, Es supp, Gen.Sg. supa �ice med-

ley on a river�;
v¶pa �trap for hazel-grouse� < KaA Vo Fi vipu, KaA Ve Es vibu id.;
Finnic -e (-ee) � Russian -a, (C)ø
vojda �grease for skis� < cf. Fi voide, Gen.Sg. voiteen �grease�;
äit �drizzle� < KaA tçsiite, cf. Fi siide, Gen, siiteen id.;
Finnic -i/ø (-i-, -e-) � Russian -a, -CÍa, (C)ø, (C Í)ø
s∞lma, sol•mq �strait, sound� < KaA Fi salmi, KaLu salÍm, N.Pl. salmed

�sea sound�, Es salÍm, Gen.Sg. salÍmi �small sound�;
pªtka, pªtok �sorrel� < Ka putki, Gen.Sg. puten, KaA butki, Gen.Sg.

butken, Ve butk, Ve KaLu butÍk, cf. Fi putki id.;
kªklq, kªkelx (masc.) �mosquito net� < Ka kukkelÍi, Ve kukkelÍ id.;
Finnic -oi, - ≠ei, -o � Russian -a, -Vj
l§mboj, l§mba �the Evil Spirit� < KaA lemboi, KaLu lÍemboi, Ve lÍemb≠ei,

but also Ka lembo id.;
Finnic -eh, -s (-kse-), -r, -k, - çc � Russian C, Ca
k•reh, k•reha �smelt (fish)� < Ka KaA kuoreh, Ve koéreh id.;
Finnic -s (-VV-/-VhV-/-V-) � Russian C, C Í, (a)ø
p∞ltus, p∞ltasx �halibut� < Fi pallas, Gen.Sg. paltaan or Lapp pºaÍldes,

paÎlÎdes id.;
v∞rda �lath, lathing� < cf. KaLu vardaz, Fi varras, Gen.Sg. vartaan, Es

varras, Gen.Sg. varda �pole, peg�;
Finnic -l (-le-) � Russian C, Ca, Co
t∞jbol, tajbola, tajbolo �thicket� < cf. Ka taival, taibale- �isthmus�;
Finnic -n (-ne-) � Russian C, C Í
t∞jmen, tajmenx �traut� < KaA taimen, Fi taimen, Gen.Sg. taimenen id.
The correlative pairs listed above show, first of all, that variation in

the treatment of Finnic noun stems is connected to the distinct tendency
for Finnic loanwords to join the Russian class of nouns in -a regardless of
the original stem-type. Since this is a tendency and not a rule, we can find,
for example, loanwords in both -o and -a corresponding to Finnic -o- stem,
or loanwords in both CÍa and -a corresponding to the -ä- stem. Various
factors have contributed to this phenomenon. First and foremost, the Finnic
-a- stem is the most frequently encountered stem in the source words of
the loanwords examined. Secondly, Russian feminine nouns in -a (-CÍa)
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constitute a much more numerous class of words than do the neuter nouns
in -o, -e, -(j)o. Thirdly, the basic stem for loanwords in Russian is often
represented by the stem (not by the nominative singular form), which means
that for Finnic nouns ending in a consonant, the basic stem would end in
a vowel. However, in the majority of cases it is difficult to determine the
basic stem with certainty. Does the word vehk �trefoil� < Ka vehka, Ve vehk
(also v∞hka) reflect the omission of the final vowel of the stem or it is
based on the Veps nominative singular form? Areal linguistics cannot help
us in this particular case. For another example, compare k∞rbus (also k•r-
buks, k•rbusk, k•rbuk) �Squalius leuciscus, dace� < cf. Fi korpus, Gen.Sg.
korpuksen. The final -s in k∞rbus does not necessarily reflect the nomina-
tive singular form since -s can result from the simplification of the sequence
-ks which is undesirable in this position; in fact, the word k•rbuks is the
only loanword in -ks found so far.

Apart from the tendency to conform to the Russian class of nouns in
-a, the force of analogy can also stimulate variation in the treatment of
Finnic noun stems. The appearance of some loanwords ending in a consonant
can be influenced by analogy with Russian suffixed nouns. For example:

kag∞ä �cover over a stack� < Ve kahaçc, Ka kahattçsu (-u- stem) id.;
kªrik �stick, cudgel� < Ka KaA kurikka-, KaLu kurikk (-a- stem) id.;
lªzik �spoon� < Ka luÉzikka, KaLu luzikku, Ve fiuÉzik (-a- stem) id.;
rip∞k �rag, shred� < KaLu ripakk, Ve ripak, Ka ripakko (-o- stem) id.
The words kag∞ä, lªzik and rip∞k could arise by analogy with words

which contain suffixes -aä-, -ik-, and -ak-.
One should also bear in mind the fact that some forms could appear

in Russian at a later stage. For instance, the word sig∞ �whitefish� < Ka
siiga, siigu, Ve s ªig, Fi Ka siika, Es Ka siig has been found only in Yakutia,
while in northern Russia only the form sig id. is known and widely spread.
This fact allows us to conclude that the word sig∞ could be a secondary
form which appeared as a variant of sig later and had no connection with
Finnic lexemes. Multiple borrowing from one Russian dialect to another
accompanied by analogy can result in quite a few variants of the same loan-
word exhibiting substitution of final elements. Compare some examples:

k•reh, k•rœh, k•rqh �smelt (fish)� < Ka KaA kuoreh, Ve koÉreh id.;
l•vdus, l•vdas, l•vdes, l•vgas, l•vtus �float (of a fishing tackle)� <

cf. Fi laudus, Gen.Sg. lauduksen id.;
k∞rbaz, k∞rbas, k∞rbus �boat� < Ve karbaz, cf. Fi karvas id.;
k∞lika, k∞liga, k∞lica, k∞liva �swede� < Es kaalik id.;
g∞rxœs, horus, g∞rviz, harez �grayling (fish)� < cf. Ve hardÍuz, Ka har-

juçs, Fi Ve harjus id.
The alternations which occur in Russian at a later stage can also be

influenced by the analogy with word-forming processes characteristic of
the Russian language. Thus, we find, for instance, the words rÿwa, rÿha,
rÿöka �fishing tackle� which are considered to be connected to the Karelian
rüçzä id. An analysis of the phonetic realizations of Finnic çz allows us to
conclude that only the form rÿwa is likely to be a primary loanword,
while the others could occur later in the following order: rÿwa > rÿöka
> rÿha (cf. rub∞ha > rub∞öka �shirt�).

One of the characteristic features of Finnic vocabulary in Russian is the
existence of a rather large number of nouns found only in the suffixed
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form. This is yet another type of variation in the treatment of Finnic noun
stems related to a wide range of stem-types. Another aspect of it is that
the same Finnic noun can be adapted using various suffix forms. The fol-
lowing are some examples:

-aä/-yö: kub∞ä, kªbyö �sheaf� < Ka kubo, cf. Fi kupo id.;
-iä/-aä: k•mbiä, k•mbaä �type of sinker� < cf. Fi kumpunen (-se-) �net

float�;
-uj/-un: ]luj, ]lun �device for drying fish� < Fi jolu �long pole�;
-o-ha: k∞rwoha �fumes� < Ka koarçzu, cf. KaA kaarsu, Ka koarçsu id.;
-yök-a: kªppyöka �bowl� < In kuppi id.;
-nic-a: l•kkonica �turnip soup� < cf. KaLu lohkoi, Ve lohk≠ei, Fi lohko id.
The appearance of the suffix in these and many other loanwords is

probably caused by analogy with semantically similar Russian words. For
instance, -aä- occurs in many names of birds, viz. gªngaä �eagle owl�, nerg∞ä
�jay�, p∞skaä �sparrow; jay�, tik∞ä �woodpecker�; we find the same suffix
in such words of non-Finnic origin as pug∞ä �eagle owl� or derg∞ä �landrail�.
The diminative suffix -k- appears in tqbælka �hare�s foot for greasing boots�
< Ka KaA käbälä-, Ve kÍäbÍälÍ as in l∞pka �foot (of hare)�. One more example:
the suffix -nqk which occurs in the word pajnæk �thickets of small bushes�
< Ka KaA Ve paju can also be found in bereznæk �birch thicket�, verbnæk
�pussy-willow thicket�, dubnqk �oak thicket�, ivnqk �willow thicket�, or
olxönæk �alder thicket�.

2.2. Verbal stems

As for verbs, variation is restricted to the treatment of those stem-types which
are rarely encountered among the source-words of Finnic loanwords, i.e. verbs
in -i-, -u-, and -o-. As data show, the vast majority of Finnic verbs borrowed
by Russian speakers have an -a-/-ä- stem, and these verbs always join the
class of -atx verbs in Russian (usually with an -aj- stem). This has set the
pattern, which is automatically applied to other stems as well. Thus, Finnic
verbs with the stem -i-, -u-, and -o- conform not only to -itx and -ovatx
verbs (which in fact constitute rather numerous classes of verbs in the Rus-
sian language) but also, and more frequently, to -atx verbs. For example:

rºbitx, r¶batx �to comb out flax� < KaLu rªibi-dä, Ve rªibi- (-i-) id.;
k∞rzatx �to lop off boughs� < Ve kaÉrÉzi-, KaA karzi- (-i-) id.;
kukkov∞tx �to grieve� < Ka kukku-, Ve kukku-, cf. Fi kukku-a (-u-) id.;
v¶nxgatx �to squeak� < Ka viñgu-o, KaA viñgu- (-u-) id.;
k∞jkovatx �to grieve; regret; doubt� < cf. Fi kaikko-a (-o-) �to grieve;

cry out�.
Another instance of variation related to the treatment of Baltic Finnic verbs

in Russian concerns Veps onomatopoeic verbs with the suffix -Vida-/-Vidä-.
Such Veps verbs become -Vjdatx verbs in Russian as often as they become
-Vndatx verbs. The following are some of rather numerous examples:

bªlejdatx, bªlendatx �to gurgle, speak indistinctly� < Ve bulÍaida- id.;
bªrajdatx, bªrandatx �to grumble, swear� < Ve buraida- id.;
kur∞jdatx, kªrandatx �to croak� < Ve koraida- id.;
lov∞jdatx, l•vandatx �to bang, make noise, shout� < Ve fiovaida- id.;
r¶bajdatx, r¶bandatx �to jog, drag� < Ve Éribaida-, Éribeida- �to fray�;
ªlajdatx, ªlandatx �to weep, howl (of wolf)� < Ve ulaida- id.
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The element -Vnda- has probably appeared in Russian as an alterna-
tion of the suffix -Vjda- under the influence of speech of Vepsian and
Karelian speakers (cf. Veps parata, parandan 1Sg. �to set a trap�). The unique-
ness of the -Vjda- and -Vnda- elements lies in the fact that both were per-
ceived as suffixes and adopted by the word-formation system of northern
Russian dialects; however, their functioning seems to be restricted to ono-
matopoeic verbs only. Both suffixes are found, for instance, in place of
Finnic suffix -ise-(-ize-), also perceived as such (e.g. kur∞ndatx �to splash,
purl (of water)� < cf. Ka kurista : kurise-) or with roots of non-Finnic origin
(e.g. bl§qndatx �to bleat�, cf. bl§qtx id.).

In conclusion, we shall point out another phenomenon which is closely
related to variation in the phonetic and morphological adaptation of Finnic
loanwords. The alternative solutions existing within the adaptation of loan-
words create a possibility for the rise of variants of the same loanword.
Such variants can occur through the parallel borrowing into different Russ-
ian (sub)dialects or, later, through �migrating� of a loanword from one
(sub)dialect into another. As a result we can come across a long chain of
variants similar to the following: h•nga, honxga, honxka, homga, honda,
honwa, k•nga, kong∞, k•nda, konxga, k•jda, k•jga, konwa, konxwa, konxgq
(cf. KaA hoñgu, Es hongapuu, KaLu hong, Ve hoñg, Fi honka). Following
the pattern of standard Russian, we should also assume the possibility of
a period of fluctuation in the same subdialect before the language �settles�
on one of the variants (compare such examples of standard language as
viz¶t �visit�, koll§giq �collegium�, mant• �(lady�s) coat�, ger∞nx �geranium�,
which initially competed with vizita, kollegium, manton, geranij and
geranium respectively). However, the existing dialect data rarely allow us
to trace the history of this or that word in a particular subdialect.

Abbreviations

Es± � ±Estonian; ±Fi � Finnish; In � Ingrian; Ka � Karelian, KaA � Aunus Karelian,
KaLu � Lude Karelian, KaS � South Karelian; Ve � Veps; Vo � Votic.
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NATAL≤Q SAMO|LOVA  (Sent-Åndrœs)

VARIATIVNOST≤  V  ADAPTACII  PRIBALTI|SKO-FINSKIH  
ZAIMSTVOVANI|  V  RUSSKOM  QZ\KE

Variativnostx — åto naibolee primeäatelxnaq osobennostx adaptacii pribal-
tijsko-finskih zaimstvovanij v russkom qzyke. Ona proslewivaetsq v lœbom
aspekte i na vseh stadiqh transformacii pribaltijsko-finskogo slova v russkoe.
V statxe opisyvaetsq varxirovanie pri fonetiäeskoj i pri morfologiäeskoj
adaptacii pribaltijsko-finskih zaimstvovanij. Rassmatrivaœtsq raznye na-
pravleniq, v kotoryh proqvlqet sebq variativnostx v zaimstvovaniqh, analizi-
ruetsq motivacionnyj faktor åtogo fenomena. Avtor stremitsq pri åtom poka-
zatx slownostx i mnogoobrazie processa adaptacii pribaltijsko-finskih za-
imstvovanij v dialektah russkogo qzyka.
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